Host AGMJohn says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSO_Gol ::working out final computations for tachyon field burst:: (CompWorking.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
:: In the Medical Lab.. working ::

CMOLinard says:
::finishes stocking medical compartments and enters data into her files::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>::..trying to figure a way out of this .. .. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::in sickbay reviewing files again::

CTO_Derek says:
::Waiting be TR console::[Smith]:Keep me posted on conditions

FC_Triton says:
::Prepping Hayden for close quarters maneuvers::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Ready to enter asteroid belt on your orders sir.

EO_Young says:
:: leaves quarters::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Wait until I've determine their pattern.

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks up from the console, rubs her tired eyes::

MO_Asimov says:
:: taking a peek into Sickbay.. ..wondering what the CMO is doing ::

CMOLinard says:
::looks up from console:: MO: Looking for me doctor?..::Smiles::

EO_Young says:
::enters TL:: Bridge. ::feels the TL move up::

CEO_Danos says:
::gets into a TL:: TL: Bridge

FC_Triton says:
CSO: aye sir.

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:: *CSO*: Lieutenant Jexta to the bridge.. make you sure you scan for Land Weaponry Platform before we go down..

Host CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Emit a tachyon burst using the deflector dish, here are the specifications. ::hands PADD to FCO::

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: I was just wondering what you were doing.. it was so quiet so suddenly.. did the Counselor left for the bridge ?

Host CSO_Gol says:
Jexta: Understood.

CNS_Tyler says:
::pages forward to the next file::MO: No, I'm just using a console to study crew files.

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Aye sir. ::takes PADD from ACO and begins making necessary adjustments to the deflector::

Host CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Emit the burst on my mark.

CTO_Derek says:
::Looks at the team::

CEO_Danos says:
::waits for TL to reach the Bridge, thinking they are a touch slow, just as the TL doors open and deposit him on the bridge::

FC_Triton says:
::finishes adjustments::CSO: Ready on mark.

CMOLinard says:
CNS: How are you doing with it?

EO_Young says:
::gets off of TL and enters the bridge::

EO_Young says:
::stands beside Danos::

MO_Asimov says:
CNS: Oh.. like I said.. I was just wondering.. :; get back to work ::

CEO_Danos says:
::looks around the bridge admiring the sleek, metallic look of the facility::

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO: Trying to familiarize myself with the psych. files of the crew is tiring.

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:: Checking the status screen::CTO: We'll be going down any minute now.. get ready

Host CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Mark. ::begins full sensor scan of the mine field::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:: Step back up to the transporter pad ::

FC_Triton says:
::emits Tachyon burst:: CSO: done.

CTO_Derek says:
Self:If we live through this I'll take up reading

CMOLinard says:
CNS:I know the feeling...I had to do that a few months ago when I got transferred from engineering

EO_Young says:
::stands at attention:: ACO: Young, Ensign James reporting for duty, sir.

Host CSO_Gol says:
TAC: Run sensor scans of minefield as long as the mines can be seen.

Host AGMJohn says:
Action: burst reveals a densely packed minefield and a large asteroid....briefly

CNS_Tyler says:
MO: No problem, if there is anything I can help you with just ask.

CEO_Danos says:
::observes that the science officer on the center deck appears to be running the show and steps forward:: CSO: Ensign Danos, reporting for duty.

MO_Asimov says:
:: Return to Sickbay.. :: CNS:.. I'd like to know.. what's your opinion of our Temporary Security Officer ?

CTO_Derek says:
<Smith>CSO:Aye sir::Runs passive scanners::

FC_Triton says:
::taps tactical scans to make adjustments in flight plans::

Host CSO_Gol says:
Young: Good, Mr. Young take the science station

CNS_Tyler says:
::smiles at Linard:: CMO: Hopefully this will be the last set of records I have to review for a while.

Host CSO_Gol says:
Danos: I need you at Ops.

EO_Young says:
::startled:: err... aye sir. ::moves to science station::

EO_Young says:
::hesitantly punches a few buttons::

CNS_Tyler says:
MO: We talked about that earlier, I haven't had much of a chance to form an opinion. I have had little contact with him.

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Aye, Sir ::makes his way to the Port Aft station, hoping he got the right console::

CMOLinard says:
::smiles:: CNS: I feel for you.....little bits at a time help too

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:: see that the burst reveal the presence of a big asteroid.. *CSO*: Jexta to Gol.. can you beam us to that asteroid ?

Host CSO_Gol says:
Danos: Belay that go down to engineering I need what power you can manage to impulse.

MO_Asimov says:
CNS: Still.. don't tell me that you have no opinion of him because I know better..

Host CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* We should be able to shortly.

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO: That's why I came to sickbay to see if I could do anything here. I thought it would be a good break.

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: On my way. ::alters course to enter a TL:: TL: Engineering.

Host CSO_Gol says:
TAC: Have you finished with those scans?

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:*CSO*:How much longer ?

CNS_Tyler says:
::laughs at the MO's statement::MO: Do you want a personal or a professional opinion?

EO_Young says:
::takes a sidelong glance at the chief engineer leave the bridge::

MO_Asimov says:
CNS: Any opinion would be welcome..

CTO_Derek says:
<Smith>CSO:Aye sir::Hands a padd with data::

Host CSO_Gol says:
::hands PADD to Young:: Review this data, I need you to determine if the mines follow a movement pattern.

FC_Triton says:
::sets computer to monitor all communication channels for local transmissions::

CNS_Tyler says:
::turns to the console and quickly pulls a file... glances through it::MO: hmmm, difficult to say. From his record I would think he's a competent officer. Maybe a little over 
eager to proceed with this mission. ::shrugs::

EO_Young says:
::blinks once. Then blinks again:: Yes sir! ::takes the PADD and looks at it::

CEO_Danos says:
::steps out of the turbolift into the central engineering corridor, and quickly orients himself, briskly covering the distance to the central engine room::

MO_Asimov says:
CNS: Eager enough to endanger the safety of the crew ?

EO_Young says:
::blushes and turns the PADD the right way around::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: I'm recalibrating the maneuver from that brief telemetry.

EO_Young says:
::ties the PADD in with the science station::

EO_Young says:
::looks up::

CNS_Tyler says:
MO: From the information I've been getting... this mission is dangerous. I don't think he would intentionally lead the crew into anything

EO_Young says:
Gol: Sir. It appears that the mines are emitting some kind of locator signal. I'm not able to determine the frequency.

MO_Asimov says:
CNS: I hope so..

CTO_Derek says:
::Waiting for the go ahead for transport thinking he has better things to do::

CEO_Danos says:
*CSO* Sir, do you intend to take us through the minefield fast or slow and maneuver around them? ::looking at the main panel, wondering whether to boost power to 
Impulse engines, or Structural Integrity::

Host CSO_Gol says:
Young: See if you can get anything we can use out of the data.

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods... whispers to herself::Me too.

Host CSO_Gol says:
Danos: Maneuvering around them.

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:*CSO*: Sir.. I was thinking.. maybe we could use a shuttle to move around those mines.. it would be less risky for the ship..

EO_Young says:
::nods to Gol and goes back to working on the data::

CEO_Danos says:
*CSO* understood Sir.

MO_Asimov says:
:: get back to the Medical lab.. ::

Host CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* Excellent idea, but we still need to determine their movement pattern, do you have any ideas?

CMOLinard says:
::hands a padd to a nearby nurse:: <nurse> bring this to the cargobay ..it's a list of supplies you'll need and have the teams standby

FC_Triton says:
CSO: A shuttle might have a better chance of going unnoticed but it would put the AT a much greater risk.

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>*CSO*: Could we equip the shuttle with proximity detectors so that we would just have to outmaneuvers the mines ?

CMOLinard says:
<nurse> ::nods:: yes doctor.....::leaves sickbay::

EO_Young says:
::looks up... knows that he doesn't have exactly what Gol wants::

EO_Young says:
Gol: I've managed to isolate the frequency of the locator signals being emitted by the mines.

CEO_Danos says:
::looks up for a moment, taking in the hypnotic colors of the warp core and then returns to his console, transferring power to shields and structural integrity, should 
worse come to worse::

CNS_Tyler says:
::stands and stretches::CMO: Is there anything I can do to help?

FC_Triton says:
::listens to EO happily surprised::

Host CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* That may work along with the information we gathered from the sensor scans. I'll send Ens Young to the shuttle bay I want the two of you working on it.

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:*CSO* : Aye sir.. I'll bring the team with me..

EO_Young says:
:: inwardly groans... he's an engineer... not a pilot::

CTO_Derek says:
AT:All right to the shuttlebay

Host CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* Understood.

CMOLinard says:
::looks around:: CNS: No I don't think so....I think we're just about as ready as we'll be

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:Aloud: You heard .. let's all move..

MO_Asimov says:
CNS: Beside.. I'll be there to give an hand ..

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>::: pick up his phasers rifles and head toward the shuttle bay::

CEO_Danos says:
*CSO* Permission to take all non-essential systems offline Sir? The mines may be set up to be triggered by power signature.

Host CSO_Gol says:
Young: Ok, let's see what you have. ::moves behind Ens Young::

EO_Young says:
::calls up a display of the area and merges it with the location of the mines::

Host CSO_Gol says:
CEO: There's been a change of plans we'll be sending a shuttle through instead.

CNS_Tyler says:
MO: of course Dr.

EO_Young says:
Gol: As you can see... these are where the mines are thought to be, and these ::points:: are where we're detecting the signals. Same places.

CEO_Danos says:
*CSO* Very well. Then may I suggest that the shuttle do the same?

Host CSO_Gol says:
Young: Good. Computer: Review last encounter with pirate ships, is their a correlation in the frequency data?

Host AGMJohn says:
<Computer> frequency matches

EO_Young says:
::stands by nervously... then relieved. hearing the computer reply::

Host CSO_Gol says:
CEO: If you don't have any more urgent matters then by all means.

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:: Enter shuttlebay.. .. getting the shuttle ready:: *CEO*: Jexta to Engineering, we're gonna need a engineering team to prepare the shuttles..

Host CSO_Gol says:
Young: Excellent, now take this data and meet with Jexta, setup the shuttle for the mission.

CEO_Danos says:
*CSO, Jexta* I am on my way to the shuttlebay now.

Host CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Understood.

EO_Young says:
::nods and begins downloading the data into the PADD::

CEO_Danos says:
::heads for a TL, wondering if this is where he will spend this entire assignment:: TL: Shuttlebay

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO: I'm going up to the bridge. ::exits sickbay::

CMOLinard says:
::Nods @ CNS::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:: approach one of the shuttle.. open a small panel.. almost electrocute himself while trying to modify sensors.. Engineering is not his field.. ::

EO_Young says:
::completes the download to the PADD and leaves the bridge::

Host CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* You will be in charge of the AT, Young is on his way, take him and Lt. Kurthem along with you. Choose a fourth person to accompany you should you require the additional assistance

CTO_Derek says:
Jexta:Try not to kill yourself

CNS_Tyler says:
::enters T/L:: TL: Bridge ::leans against the TL wall... thinking she's ready for a nap::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: sir should I assign a pilot for the shuttle?

Host CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* Perhaps, a doctor would be a good choice?

EO_Young says:
::exits the turbolift and enters the shuttlebay::

CEO_Danos says:
::exits the TL, thankful for the close proximity between Engineering and the ship's shuttlebay::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>*CSO*: We're already gonna be packed together with the assault team onboard the shuttles sir.. is a 4th leader really necessary ?

Host CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Yes, choose you're best man. This will be a rough ride.

CEO_Danos says:
::quickly crosses the distance to the shuttlebay and squeezes through the doors as they are opening::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>::: hope nobody has smelly feet::*CSO*: Understood..

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:*CMO*:Jexta to Doctor Linard.. can you send one of your officer to the shuttlebay ?

EO_Young says:
::spots Danos:: Chief? Sir... uhhmm... ::thrusts the PADD at him:: Here.

FC_Triton says:
CSO: well that would be me...if you don't mind having a near empty bridge

Host CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* Not if you already have someone with medical training.

MO_Asimov says:
:: hearing the com.. glancing at the doctor ::

Host AGMJohn says:
Action: power surge in asteroid belt

CNS_Tyler says:
::exits TL onto the bridge... takes a look around... decides to stand near the back to observe::

Host CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Go. Just send for you're replacement.

CEO_Danos says:
::takes the padd, hoping Young doesn't notice they are both newbies here:: EO: Thanks.

FC_Triton says:
CSO: I'm detecting a power surge in the asteroid belt.

Host CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Do you have the coordinates?

CTO_Derek says:
::Takes a look at sensors::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>: CEO: How long before you can get those shuttle on their way?

FC_Triton says:
::scans field to pinpoint location of anomaly::

CMOLinard says:
*Jexta* acknowledged..I'm on my way

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: Sir.. maybe I should go..

CEO_Danos says:
::glances at the padd:: EO: Yes, this should make navigation much less complex, if not easier. See that every pilot has a copy of it, and that it is uploaded to all 
shuttles.

CMOLinard says:
::grabs a medkit:: and heads for the door..MO: No it's ok Doctor.....I need you to watch sickbay for me

MO_Asimov says:
CMO: Aye sir.. be careful..

CMOLinard says:
::nods:: MO: I will

EO_Young says:
::nods once and takes the PADD back from Danos::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Power surge located at the last known location of the large, cloaked, asteroid.

CEO_Danos says:
Jexta: It's just a matter of setting the sensors to detect the mines at a certain proximity, and I'd like to reduce their power signatures.

CMOLinard says:
::heads for shuttle bay::

Host CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Any ideas what could be causing it?

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:CEO: Do as you wish.. as long as we can get near enough to the Asteroid to beam in and out..

EO_Young says:
*Computer* Download contents of PADD Young-1-5-Alpha to all shuttles::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: analyzing ::feeds scan data into tactical computer for analysis and identification::

CEO_Danos says:
Jexta: You can do without lights in your shuttles, right?

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>: As long as I can see the viewscreen.. I'll think we'll manage..

CMOLinard says:
::enters shuttlebay:: Jexta: You called for a doctor?

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Perhaps I should remain onboard the Hayden. As long as Jexta is confident in his men ability to pilot themselves

Host CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* We've detected a power surge in the asteroid, we're attempting to determine the cause.

CNS_Tyler says:
::watches quietly... somewhat impressed by the relative calm of the bridge officers::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:CMO: Yes.. we could need your help for this dangerous mission.. this is why you will accompany my team down to the asteroid.. :: grab a phaser rifles and 
throws it at her:: I hope you know how to use one of those..

Host CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* Do you need a pilot?

FC_Triton says:
CSO: The energy surge corresponds to a cloak energy signature...perhaps they've launched a ship.

EO_Young says:
:: looks at the PADD and sees that the download has been completed::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:*CSO*: Derek, Young and I will pilot the shuttles..

EO_Young says:
CEO: All shuttles have received the data.

Host CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Yellow alert.

CMOLinard says:
::catches rifle:: Jexta: of course? Why wouldn't I?

CEO_Danos says:
::moves to the main shuttlebay control console, and shuts down the warp drives, internal lighting, replicators, and reduces life support to minimum in the shuttles 
Durundal, Snickersne, and Ron::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Aye, sir

CTO_Derek says:
Jexta:I get to pilot?::Evil glint in his eyes::

Host CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* They may have launched a ship, I've raised shields until you're ready to launch.

FC_Triton says:
*All Hands*: Yellow Alert ::activates yellow alert status::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>*CSO*:I have a feeling we might encounter some resistance.. keep us posted..CEO: Make sure we can fire phasers on those shuttles..

CEO_Danos says:
::overhears Jexta's comm with the CSO:: EO: Good, you'll be needing it.

Host CSO_Gol says:
Cns: If you could please man tactical.

EO_Young says:
::begins to stand awkwardly by... not knowing where to pitch in::

Host CSO_Gol (Yellow Alert.wav)

FC_Triton says:
::redoubles monitoring of Comm channels::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:CMO: We never know..

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO: Aye Sir. :: walks over to the tactical station and looks over the current readouts::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:EO: I hope you have good piloting skills..

CMOLinard says:
::nods::

Host CSO_Gol says:
Cns: I need you to send another tachyon burst just like before, maybe we'll see that ship. FCO: Begin scanning as soon as the burst is fired.

MO_Asimov says:
:: Looking at sickbay.. feel so empty now.. ::

CEO_Danos says:
Jexta: all shuttles have been reduced to minimum power signature. Good luck.

EO_Young says:
::blinks again:: Jexta: Piloting skills? I'm an engineer.

FC_Triton says:
::gives CNS operating procedures on Tachyon burst::

Host CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* Let us know when you're ready.

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:CEO: Thank you..

CTO_Derek says:
All:We REALLY need to get going

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO: Aye sir. ::follows Triton's instructions and sends the Tachyon burst::

Host AGMJohn says:
Action: scans reveal same mines and asteroid

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:EO: hhm.. you're right.. .. *CSO*: Jexta to the bridge.. Can you send us a pilot.. for the third shuttle ?

CEO_Danos says:
::nods to Jexta and moves back behind the central console::

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks gratefully at the FCO:: CSO: The burst did not reveal a ship.

Host CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* Triton is on his way. ::points to Lt. Zaldivar indicating for him to go to the shuttle bay.

EO_Young says:
::shifts balance on left foot:: Jexta: Should I stay?

FC_Triton says:
CSO: The mines and asteroid have not moved since last scan perhaps they are stationary.

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:CTO; Lieutenant Derek, you'll pilot the Ron with 8 members of the team.. leave one of them behind to pilot when we will be down on the asteroid..

Host CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Thank you, have you any flight experience?

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:EO: No.. we might an engineer down there.. you'll be onboard the Snickersne with Lt. Zaldivar

CTO_Derek says:
Jexta:Sounds good to me

FC_Triton says:
CSO: Ayes sir. ::heads for TL asks for shuttle bay::

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: And I am where...?

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>Aloud: I'll take the Durundal with 6 security members and with you doctor.. :: pointing at the CMO.. ::

EO_Young says:
::nods to Jexta and enters the Snickersne::

CMOLinard says:
::nods and follows Jexta::

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks up at the CSO:: CSO: Some, but very little

FC_Triton says:
::exits shuttle::Jexta: where's my ship? have all the other pilots follow my lead when we are out there

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:Aloud; The 6 others members of the security detail are to go onboard the Snickersne with Ensign Young and Lieutenant Zaldivar..

CEO_Danos says:
Jexta: shall I open the bay door, or do you need more time?

CTO_Derek says:
::Gets on his shuttle::

FC_Triton says:
*CSO* I have the two discussed flight plans laid in for the Hayden just pick one

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:CEO: I'll signal you when it need to be open.. :;waiting for Zaldivar to arrive :: Aloud; remember to prepare your EVA suits all.. we don't know what will be there..

Host CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Very well transfer tactical to the ops console. You'll handle them I'll transfer science to the flight console and take them.

FC_Triton says:
::enters Snickersne:: *Jexta/CSO*: ready to launch.

Host CSO_Gol says:
*FCO* Understood.

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>::: see Triton:: Zaldivar: Here you are.. take the Snickersne with Ensign Young.. and head toward the main asteroid..

CEO_Danos says:
Jexta: Very well, standing by.

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>: Aloud: All right all.. let's lock and load.. :;enter shuttlebay.. close doors and take his seat ::

CTO_Derek says:
::Almost yelling::All:Let's go!

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO: Yes sir ::makes the necessary entries to transfer Tac. to Ops... then goes to the ops console::

Host CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* Let me know when you're ready, I'll drop shields.

CTO_Derek (Shuttle Bay Doors.wav)

CEO_Danos says:
::taps a single button on the console and watches as the great duranium door slides back to reveal open space, held back only by a thin annular confinement beam::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:*Shuttles*: Begin launch sequence..

EO_Young says:
::runs a quick systems check and sees that everything is running okay::

CTO_Derek says:
::Begins sequence::

FC_Triton says:
::checks available flight paths begins pre-launch: *Jexta/CSO*: ready on your mark...

CNS_Tyler says:
::goes over the ops controls and reviews tactical information::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:: Tap a few button.. CMO: I hope you won't mind the bumpy ride.. *CSO,CEO*: We're ready to go..

Host CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Drop shields, raise them once the shuttles are clear.

CMOLinard says:
::grins:: Jexta: Who me?...I invented bumpy rides

CEO_Danos says:
::watches the three sleek little ships power up and mentally recites the preflight checklist::

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods:: CSO: Yes sir ::drops shields for the shuttles' launch::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>:*Shuttles*: May the Prophets be with us.. let's go ! :: heads out of the ship.. with the Durundal ::

Host CSO_Gol says:
*Jexta* Shields are down, good luck!

MO_Asimov says:
:: looking at status screen in sickbay.. wish that all will go well.. ::

EO_Young says:
::sits down in the Snickersne and is ready to launch:: Triton: The ship is ready to go, sir.

FC_Triton says:
@::Engage engines and exit Hayden: *pilots* stay on my tale, I don't want you rookies hitting those rocks and mines ::grins::

CNS_Tyler says:
::waits for the last shuttle to exit the shuttle bay and raises shields::

Host AGMJohn says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>


